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Dear Sirs:

 We are impressed by the outstanding progress made by the Trilateral Offices.  The 
Trilateral Offices have overcome daunting challenges in moving deliberately and inexora-
bly toward a harmonized patent system to the benefit of the world economy and the world's 
people.  We know you, as the current leaders, will continue to carry forward this unparal-
leled advance toward a better patent system for the world.

 We are writing to you in your dual capacity as heads of your respective Patent 
Office and as representatives of your Patent Offices at the November, 2004 meeting of the 
Trilateral Offices.  The Trilateral Alliance of Intellectual Property Information and Service 
Companies, formed in 2002, consists of three organizations of such companies:  the Coali-
tion for Patent and Trademark Information Dissemination in the United States; PatCom in 
the countries of Europe who are signatories to the European Patent Convention; and the 
Patent Information Online Service Council in Japan.

 Trilateral Alliance members serve as partners to Patent Offices in disseminating 
patent information (and for JPO and USPTO, trademark information).  Your offices have 
two types of dissemination: (1) sale of bulk data to private sector companies which we use 
as the raw material for our services and products; and (2) direct dissemination to users via 
each Office's free online web services.  

 For the first type of dissemination, private sector entities serve as partners to the 
Offices by adding value and creating a variety of special features and functions to meet the 
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needs of professional patent searchers and analysts, thereby vastly extending the reach and 
effectiveness of your Offices' dissemination.  Indeed, patent information is so voluminous 
and so complex that private sector companies have made substantial annual investments to 
meet the needs of patent professionals in corporations, law firms, and search firms.  In 
addition to contributing to dissemination, the resulting services have helped industry 
reduce the waste of R&D resources that occurs when inadequate pre-filing searches are 
made. 

 For the second type of dissemination, Patent Offices with free online services 
compete with the private sector offerings.  And it is this area that is most sensitive, most 
complex, and most potentially damaging to the overall world patent system if an appropri-
ate balance between the offerings of Patent Offices and those of the private sector is not 
maintained.  As you become more successful in developing technology to improve the 
examination process, the potential provision of some features and functions outside a 
Patent Office to the public for free is a matter of growing concern.  Indeed, concerns in this 
area have led to the formation of the Trilateral Alliance.

 What is the optimal role of Patent Offices vis-a-vis the role of private sector com-
panies in serving patent information users?  This is the overarching question at issue.  The 
private sector has put its highest priorities on building services and features that were not 
being provided by the Offices.  In some cases, this represented a lead in technology; while 
in others it represented a response to the needs of market segments for which it would not 
be appropriate for a Patent Office to respond.  It is not inaccurate to say that private sector 
services serve primarily patent professionals while Patent Office web services serve the 
general public and small businesses and independent inventors.  Although this generally 
describes who serves whom, it oversimplifies and hides a number of important factors.
 
 First, as to services aimed at individual inventors and small and medium enter-
prises, the special patent libraries -- PatLib in Europe, Arist in France, the PTDLs in the 
U.S., the NCIPI in Japan, and the 58 centers of JPO's "The Intellectual Property Center" set 
up in each prefecture -- well serve this objective.  In the U.S., PTDLs provide advice and 
consulting to their users, guide them in searching, and may conduct searches for them 
using the most advanced internal USPTO search systems.  This would seem to directly 
compete with private sector services, but it does not.  Why?  Because users are mostly 
individuals and small enterprises.  While searchers from large corporations could come and 
use the PTDL, the potential cost savings realized by leaving their office and traveling to 
another location to use another system generally isn't worth it to them.  Thus, this absence 
of competition between USPTO and the private sector depends on physical distance, on 
opportunity costs, on the fact that these high value search functionalities are only available 
at a PTDL (or at the Public Search Room, for those living in the Washington, DC area).  If 
the same search power were to be made available remotely to anyone with access to the 
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Internet, the situation would be completely different.  The result would be unfair competi-
tion and potentially severe damage to the survival of private sector services.

 Second, much has changed since the early days of online systems when large 
corporations and large law firms were the only entities who could afford to use commercial 
online search services.  Today, prices are much lower, and although not free, patent and 
trademark search services are not limited to annual subscriptions, but can be purchased for 
one hour, four hours, or one day, with unlimited searching during that time period.  These 
services have been enthusiastically welcomed by individual inventors, small and medium 
enterprises, and individual patent and trademark attorneys.  Also, some vendors have made 
their services available at reduced costs to patent libraries with the understanding they will 
not serve large corporations.  Thus, the private sector has taken a number of steps to better 
serve small and medium companies and individuals.
 
 The way in which a Patent Office free service aimed at these entities is designed is 
crucial.  Describing a free service as "for the public" is misleading.  Any free unfettered 
web service is for "anyone, anywhere."  Unless a service for individuals and small or 
medium enterprises is restricted to such users only, the primary users of the service are 
large corporations and large legal entities.  This fact has to be seriously considered by 
Patent Offices.
 
 We have used the term "optimal" and "appropriate" in describing the roles of Patent 
Offices versus private sector companies.  What do we mean?  The U.S. Coalition defined 
the dividing line last year by submitting a list of functions -- for both patent and trademark 
search systems --that it believes USPTO should not provide.    In each instance, the func-
tion is one that has been developed based on considerable investment and one that costs 
more to operate because it uses more computer power and cycles; thus the resulting higher 
value.  The demarcation line may be defined based on other criteria for some types of 
patent information services.

 Any of you might ask:  "Why shouldn't our office provide some of these functions 
for free?   We don't believe it would destroy the industry."  Our response is that it would 
likely harm only smaller companies, while the larger companies would survive.  But, since 
fewer features would be unique, the price would go up on these remaining features in order 
to be able to keep the business operating successfully.  The result would be that customers 
would end up paying the same total amount, so nothing would be saved.  Meanwhile, the 
investments by a Patent Office in a given function would destroy the value of the invest-
ment previously made for that function by private sector companies.  The result is

For your information, these lists are provided as Attachments A and B to this letter.
Actually, i t  is free only to users.  Additional services and functions always cost more money.
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essentially formulaic; i.e., if a Patent Office invests in a particular free service or 
functionality for the public, that act dis-incents private sector investment in that 
particular service or functionality.  Thus, Patent Office investments of this type 
generate zero private investment and create zero private sector jobs.  But if Patent 
Offices do not invest in the particular service or functionality and there is a demand 
for it in the marketplace, multiple private companies will invest.  Public investments 
drive out private investments, and restraint in public investment by Patent Offices 
generates increased private investment and more private sector jobs.

 We do not mean to imply that defining the line between appropriate and non-
appropriate services and functions by a Patent Office is something that we can or should 
decide.  The task requires a continuing dialog between the Offices and Alliance members, 
frequent communications, advance notice of intentions and plans by Patent Offices, with 
adequate time for Trilateral Alliance members to respond with comments and briefs 
providing the reasons why a particular course of action is good or bad, effective or not 
effective, dangerous or not dangerous.  We urge each Office to implement a process that 
involves a continuing dialog and frequent communications via meetings, correspondence, 
and telephone.

 We believe it is to each Patent Offices advantage to exercise deliberate and 
conscious restraint when considering expansion of free services.  This is based on the 
belief that a strong, competitive, commercial marketplace is important to the patent system 
as well as to all Patent Offices.

 To summarize: 

 1. Patent Information Users and Patent Offices benefit by a variety of sources 
  of patent information.  In one respect, this is a truism, but for the patent  
  community, because of the nature of patent information users' needs, 
  because of the complexity of patent information and the need to be able to  
  "drill" into it from many directions, because of the variations among tech- 
  nologies that lend themselves – indeed demand – a variety of approaches to 
  maximizing relevant retrieval, and because the patent system has adver- 
  sarial components and should never be based only on what can be found  
  by a Patent Office system search.  For these and other reasons Patent  
  Offices' policies should seek to ensure a robust private sector patent infor- 
  mation industry with a variety of systems and patent information sources.

 2. Patent Offices have laid the foundation for a competitive patent information 
  marketplace by selling bulk data to the private sector for not more than the
  marginal cost of dissemination.  The fewer services provided free by Patent 
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  Offices, the more competitive the patent information industry is since there 
  are more opportunities for services that will produce revenues and profits.  
  Unwise expansion of free services threatens the industry and increases the 
  costs of operation of Patent Offices.  Patent Offices, having laid the founda-
  tion, should be conscious of the effects of their policies on the major indus-
  try that has been built on this foundation.

 3. If Patent Offices create an environment where incentives for private sector
   investment exist; investments will be made and more jobs created in the 
  private sector with resulting benefits to other parts of the economy includ-
  ing an increase in the amount of taxes paid.

Request and Recommendation

 With the above as background, the Trilateral Alliance respectfully requests 
and recommends that the Trilateral Offices consider adopting a policy at your 
November, 2004 Meeting that would include the following three elements:

 A. That the private sector be notified at least one year in advance of any
  changes being considered in a Patent Office's free services offered to the  
  public;

 B. That the notifying Office set a time period during which the private sector 
  may respond to the notification with written comments on the proposed 
  changes.  Any response from the private sector should state whether or not 
  the planned change(s) are considered to be appropriate.  If not, the reasons 
  and any evidence supporting the assertions should be stated;

 C. That the notifying Office meet with the private sector to discuss and negoti-
  ate the proposed changes; and that each Office also meet periodically with 
  the private sector to discuss other matters of mutual interest.

Future Agenda Items

 We have under consideration several additional items we plan to propose to 
you in the future.  We list them here for notice, but would be willing to move them 
up in time should they be currently of interest to you.

 1. Trilateral Offices policy on dissemination

 In Annex 1. to the 18th MOU in 2000, the Trilateral Offices adopted a policy
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apropos of exchange data that provides that a receiving office is authorized to (a) provide 
public access to exchange data where the data are incorporated as part of a not-for-fee 
public service; and (b) provide pages of documents using normal browser capability.  This 
particular policy has counterintuitive results and becomes a means of bypassing one 
Offices's policies by allowing their data to be subject to the policies of a receiving Office.  
The Alliance was not in existence at the time the policy was promulgated, so no objections 
were raised.   Once its impact became obvious, the policy became of considerable concern 
to the private sector.  We will follow up with more details and supporting evidence for 
submission to a future meeting.

 2. Value of patents to individual inventors and SMEs

 One of the key goals shared by the Trilateral Offices and the Trilateral Alliance is
to increase the number of inventors and SMEs who use the patent system.  The under-use 
seems to be concentrated in those sectors that represent the cutting edge of innovation and 
technology.  Free patent information has not helped and although we believe lower filing 
fees for small entities should help, the evidence does not support either initiative.  What 
might work is to provide more information about the value of patents to small businesses 
and individual inventors.  There may be significant scope for collaboration between the 
Trilateral Offices and the Trilateral Alliance in developing and implementing such a 
program.

 Indeed it is our hope that projects such as these could lead to fruitful cooperation in 
the future, because the challenges the patent system faces cannot be solved except by the 
combined harmonious efforts of both the public and private sectors.  The Trilateral Alli-
ance looks forward to working with you with these goals in mind.

Sincerely,

Willem Geert Lagemaat Yutaka Wada    Joseph L. Ebersole
President   President    Counsel
PatCom   Patent Information Online  Coalition for Patent 
    Service Council   and Trademark 
         Information 
         Dissemination
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Attachment A
Re USPTO Free Patent Information Services

What PTO should NOT do:

 Functionality and Features

1. Allow bulk lookups.  (i.e., PTO should maintain the current restrictions on the number of 
 times the site may be accessed by a specific URL).

2. Provide set manipulation (i.e., beyond current Boolean search).

3. Expand the number of fields that can be searched.  (Current limits should be maintained.)

4. Change one-page at a time downloads.  (i.e., maintain the one-page at a time feature.)

5. Provide any form of scripted interface.

6. Provide patent alerting or watching services; or any “push” service.

7. Provide “Expanding” aka “Browsing” of indices

8. Provide expanded text searching.

9. Provide visualization of other advanced post-search tools.

10. Provide tools that allow user to save search strategies or result lists.

11. Provide tools that allow statistical analysis or any other form of analysis of sets of  results, 
 including the provision of reports that include these.

12. Provide capability for a user to store personal information, such as username and password.

13. Provide translation, thesaurus or dictionary tools to assist in formulating search strategies.

14. Provide mechanisms that allow or support “automated” search or download capability.

15. Provide any type of data exportation capabilities

16. Provide normalized assignee information
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Site Content and Scope

17. Provide value-added file histories.
 
18. Provide access to patent databases which lie outside the mandate of PTO; i.e., other patent 
 databases; especially WIPO, EPO, JPO, foreign patents, INPADOC, etc.

19. Integrate any post-issuance changes into the text of patents.

20. Integrate legal status information into patent records or the text of the patent.

21. Merge PGPs and issued patents.

22. Offer or link to searchable NPL.

23. Link to or integrate INPADOC or similar bibliographic and legal status information into 
 patent records.

Related Services

24. Provide Customer support or assistance for searchers using the free services.
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Attachment B
Re PTO Free Trademark Information Services

What PTO should NOT do:
1.   Link to or offer trademark or domain name caselaw decisions (other than TTAB decisions, 
 which are already offered on the site).

2.   Provide access to searchable material other than US trademark applications and registra
 tions; e.g., common law marks, trademark journals, news, etc.

3.   Link to or offer searchable international trademark registrations.

4.   Link to or offer domain name monitoring and registration services.

5.   Provide access to X-Search (except on-site or in PTDLs).

6.   Provide any search capability other than “yes” or “no;” i.e., does a mark like the one 
 searched exist?

7.   Link assignment information to registration records.
.
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